On Caring
Allison Cobb I came to Djerassi to work on a book called Plastic: An Autobiography. My project was to link my own body to this ubiquitous substance by weaving as many threads of connection as possible. That includes documenting my encounters with discarded plastic in the environment, such as this scrap at Djerassi. My conclusion? I can stretch this net of plastic infinitely far and wide-the connections are everywhere. In fact we can't escape them.
As a result, I found myself at Djerassi thinking a lot about caring-"taking care, " having an attitude of care and concern-and what that might mean for us humans now living in the Anthropocene. How do we take care of one another-other humans, other species, even ourselves-when our very presence poses a threat to so many forms of life?
I came across the beautiful piece "Care" (<http://www.multispeciessalon.org/care/>) by Thom van Dooren, at the Multispecies Salon. Citing Maria Puig, he writes that care is a "particularly profound engagement with the world, 'a vital affective state, an ethical obligation and a practical labor. ' " This is the kind of engagement I've been attempting over the past few years with plastic trash. I work to engage with plastic garbage with a level of care that demands, as van Dooren writes, a "deep contextual and critical knowledge about the object of our care, a knowledge that simultaneously places us at stake in the world and demands that we be held accountable. "
How would practicing that radical form of care-for one another, for nonhuman animals, even for garbage-transform our relationship to the world? 
BOdy(e)sCape

Luca Forcucci
Perception relates to memory, which in turn relates to consciousness. Here, in an exploration of ideas about perception, consciousness is related to experience through embodiment as in a resonating body affected by sound. Those ideas were contextualized in the following projects while I was invited to "be" (mitsein) at the Djerassi residency in July 2015.
SoundwalkS
The participants were free to speak, but all of them stayed silent during the physically demanding 30-minute hike of the trail on the Djerassi property. An interesting aspect resides in the discussion after hiking the trail: Two groups, having attended the soundwalks, mentioned self-awareness in connection with listening to their own bodily sounds.
Silence capSule
(with Christine Lee)
Two redwood trees form a chamber wherein the auditor is deprived of external sound, with the hope that she/he will perceive the sound from his or her own memories. A 2D barcode etched into a piece of redwood allows the participants to access a poem/manifesto relating to the meaning of the project. We consider the trees and the space within them to be the physical or material part of the sculptureone can see it, touch it and be inside it. At the same time, the project includes layers of immateriality to be perceived virtually by the audience.
BodyScape
(with CrystaL sepúLveda and CheryL LeOnard)
The premiere of Bodyscape was presented on 4 August 2016 at The Lab gallery in San Francisco. This composition is based on biological and sonic information; the body is the main sonic source. In an ecosystem of mainly inaudible sounds, we amplified these sounds and sent them back to the performance space, and the dancer interacted through biofeedback. At some point a member of the audience mentioned the difficulty of knowing who was producing what. He might have perceived an (organized) chaos in which we tried to discover the rules. Email: <forcucci@gmail.com> Deborah Forster I came to Djerassi to work with Rachel Mayeri-to share studio space with her for the first time in over a dozen collaborative years. I arrived at Djerassi seeking a way to kick-start a dormant sense of agency. I decided to hike the Big Loop twice daily. Like medicine? Like religion? Like being in the world in good faith. It was a routine that others could join and drop out of like the ebb and flow of the ocean tide, visible from the barn on good days but a bit too far for a before-breakfast or before-dinner hike.
Luca Forcucci
Human representation of space is inherently dynamic, describing how to move through physical and social spaces-follow the arrow, don't walk uphill first, add inclines to depict dominance, progression of relationships-as C.R. Carpenter's handwritten annotation on his handdrawn sociogram suggests. It is finally deciphered through my own attentive hand-copied diagramming, bringing awareness through eye-handcoordinated movement.
Moshé Feldenkrais knew that movement is life and that self needs to be witnessed by other(s). His method sets up conditions for learning to improve awareness through movement-not just by tracing sociograms to garner the meaning imbued in them by a great monkey observer in 1934, but by somatic education for the whole self, making successive approximations toward functional integration. Feldenkrais's modes officially need to be followed by a trademark. Unofficially? MySelf.
More Whole. Through sharing with a canine, a poet, a media artist and others.
There is the thumb-held mapsomeone, a witness, is always holding up a representation, consulting it, celebrating the discrepancy between it and the territory. A human thumb of approval for Djerassi-where even the trees conspire to relate; where seemingly self-contained hermaphrodites still need each other to mate; where humans trample their grounds into fantastical melodramas to feed the souls of the long-lived, fat-brained primates that we are. 
Deborah Forster Email: <forstermobu@gmail.com>
a grammar fOr human agenCy interspersed
Christine Lee
Composer/artist Luca Forcucci and I collaborated on a permanent site sculpture entitled Silence Capsule. Composed of the shared space between two redwood trees, the sculpture becomes a natural deprivation chamber, where sounds experienced by the participants may be partially perceived and/or imagined. A manifesto related to the piece can be found online by accessing the etched 2D barcode displayed inside the sculpture.
While I was experimenting with traditional chair caning methods to explore other dynamic forms and compound curves, physicist Guillermo Muñoz saw similarities to crystal lattice structures and suggested a rolled rhombus form, resulting in the piece Caning Experiment #2.3. Additionally, we discussed parallels between collecting graphene samples to be analyzed for scientific purposes and collecting graphite to create a sculptural form out of extremely thin layers. Using acrylic aerosol to suspend small amounts of graphite, I created two sets of samples. Half of each sample was given to Guillermo so that SEM images could be taken by his collaborator, Pedro Rodriguez Canto, to obtain preliminary results such as Image 4'.1, which shows smaller flakes of graphite.
Writer Eleni Sikelianos had been working on a chapbook about animals that have become extinct in modern times.
I suggested blind embossing as a way to illustrate the images of each animal. Currently I am creating test prints using the technique to mold both the contours of the animal shapes and the corresponding text of the poems onto the surface of the paper.
From conversations with Caroline Wellbery about the objects and materials patients are exposed to in hospitals or other healing environments, and how this can affect recovery on both a psychological and physical level, we decided to collaborate on a new design of the medical gown. I am working on a prototype that we plan to introduce to a small group of patients. As we receive user feedback, the gown will be modified to address the comments.
When I reflect on my time during the Scientific Delirium Madness Residency I think about how organically the new ideas and collaborations grew out of it, how many strong connections were made between my fellow SDM residents and how serendipitous it was for the residency to happen at this point in my life. With great enthusiasm I continue to plant the seeds for future collaborations. 
Christine Lee Email: <interwovenlabs@gmail.com>
djeraSSic park
Rachel Mayeri
On the rolling hills looking out toward the Pacific Ocean, I see herds of grazing elephants and gorillas lolling about in the trees. No doubt, this viewpoint is a result of thinking intensively about primatology for several weeks with cognitive scientist/primatologist Deborah Forster. On butcher paper we are charting "primatology-ology, " with Haraway's Primate Visions and Strum and Fedigan's Primate Encounters as our guides. It should be a decadelong digital humanities project, linking the relationships between gendered primatologists and their animals in postcolonial lands, connected to universities and schools of thought over the 20th century. Our chart, for me, is background research for a commissioned artwork about the primatologist Alison Jolly, who passed away in 2014. She was an exemplary primate who worked to conserve lemurs and their forests in Madagascar, with an interest in and sensitivity to the challenge of Malagasy people trying to survive by burning these same forests. In 1985 Jolly wrote, "It is clear that in the future most wild primates will live in natural reserves, islanded in the rising sea of the human reserve. " Just as researchers begin to understand and appreciate long-lived, socially complex animals such as chimpanzees and elephants, the animals' natural behaviors and social structures are torn apart by war, ivory trading and habitat destruction. As the biosphere reserves become smaller and more engineered, at some point wild animals become "captive, " and their heritage ecosystems, refrigerated terrariums.
"Djerassic Park" is a joke among the staff at the residency, and it seems to predate the 1990 novel, with artists over the years penetrating the oak trees with concrete, geometric forms or laying dinosaur-sized eggs in the redwoods. As I walk back and forth between the living space, the working space and the feeding space, I think about the residency as a sort of utopian incubator, a place designed to breed art-science experiments, monsters that don't bite. Jurassic Park, in contrast, is a fantasy about the revivification and revenge of predatory animals, an excuse to hunt them back to extinction. Our "real animals" are now media animals, reenacting their former lives in wildlife films, which present nature as a place untouched by man. Hiking with the necropastoral poets every day and reading about postnatural species in the Anthropocene, could I help fantasizing about African animals roaming freely on the West Coast?
Like a dream come true or a mutual hallucination, on the last day of the residency, Deborah and I were treated to a visit with Koko the signing gorilla. She lives with Penny Patterson just a few miles from Djerassi.
Rachel Mayeri Email: <rachel.mayeri@gmail.com> nanoSequenceS
Guillermo Muñoz-Matutano
On the Piratas de la Ciencia (Science Pirates) blog, by the eponymous science education and communication association to which I belong, we have written several times about the significance of scientific productivity: the driving force that continually "stimulates" researchers to be productive and to produce technologies that revolutionize our world. However, although scientific investigation is supposed to be rational, we rarely ask ourselves, What for? How? In the Djerassi Resident Artists Program, we were all surprised by the specific way in which productivity was understood and with which we were greeted upon arrival. The only thing we were told was simply to be there. And, of course, our creativity immediately started to flow.
I don't know how to count the exact number of different collaborations I participated in, because the reality is that, even now, I am still in contact with some of my colleagues from this fantastic adventure. The collaborative ideas can almost be defined by their speed; some immediately spring to mind, such as the development of the musical interface Quantum Dot Music in collaboration with my friend Eathan Janney. There are others of an intermediate speed, which emerge more slowly, like my own experiences as a failed Nanosequences artist, in which I felt the pressure of working with a method I hadn't fully mastered. Finally, there are more leisurely collaborations, which might even include some that are yet to come.
Science is a social activity. Social contexts are scientific problems. However remote or abstract your research topic seems, there is always a link to your physical, human and social environment. Art, science's ally, can help scientists to enrich these links. Motivated by this experience and by my colleagues and their brilliant work, I think it's time that more scientists take a step forward into the bigger picture. Both art and science should be included in our research proposals; all of the scientific projects that I currently write specifically include these collaborations. I've already placed my bet.
Guillermo Muñoz-Matutano Email: <piratas.de.la.ciencia@gmail.com> Guillermo Muñoz-Matutano, Nanosequences, video, 2015. (© Guillermo Muñoz-Matutano) painting reimagined
Kate Nichols
It's the archaic ideas about what a painter does that strike me as most charged with possibility, as most volatile and likely to produce something new and unexpected. My work is inspired by the diverse practices that have composed the painter's vocation over the centuries-the painter as chemist, as mirror-maker, optical engineer and creator of skins. Inhabiting these roles allows me to reimagine what painting can be. Thus, my painting practice has annexed nanoparticle synthesis-mirror-making-growing artificial skin from microorganisms and collecting scores of dead sea creatures from which I prepare blue pigment (see Color Plate A). For the last six years, I have synthesized nanoparticles in order to create paintings that mimic the skins of structurally colored animals. My next project considers Xerces blue, the first Northern American butterfly to go extinct due to urban development-and the first to be considered for "de-extinction. " By exploring parallel anxieties elicited by biologically engineered specimens and highly mimetic 17th-century paintings, my new paintings will invite viewers to consider "lifelike" paintings as conceptual precursors to bioengineering. In this respect, this new work will further my broader project of digging deeply into painting's past in order to tease out its future. Kate Nichols, Second Skin 1, cellulose grown by A. xylinum, 2011. (© Kate Nichols. Photo: Donald Felton.) 
Kate Nichols Email: <nicholskate@gmail.com>
n-BOdy ChOreOgraphies and BeyOnd
Karl Schaffer
Karl Schaffer, dance entitled "Closing the Circle" from The Daughters of Hypatia, 2015. (© Karl Schaffer. Photo: Alice Marshall.) The Djerassi residency was a combination of fun, productivity and enjoyable conversations with fellow residents. I worked on several dances with the assistance of resident dancer Laurel Shastri and in several rehearsals with Saki, a dancer with whom I have worked for 15 years. Originally I had planned to deal primarily with "n-body choreographies, " which are recently discovered, beautifully symmetric theoretical orbital paths for a number of equal mass bodies under the influence of gravity. However, the need to complete a program for performances on the East Coast at three unusual math conferences immediately after the Djerassi residency led me to concentrate on several short works with clear mathematical connections. I see these now as studies in a certain direction rather than complete pieces, even though we did find beginnings, middles and endings for each piece.
"Rhythm Mosaic" is created from clapping patterns that fit together in multiple copies to produce a clap on every beat. Fellow resident Eathan Janney created a musical score for that work. We also did a preliminary short work, "Recital of the Quantum Dots, " toward n-body choreographies using LED light balls and experimented with software for manipulating the paths of the balls swung by dancers in arcs. Another work deals with the sum of angles in polygons, and a fourth is a vaudevillian hat dance that complements an audience-interaction logic game with the hats. Also rehearsed and performed for residents was our show The Daughters of Hypatia, about women mathematicians throughout history, in preparation for a fall tour. It was a lot of work in too short a time, but the support and beautiful environment of Djerassi was thoroughly appreciated. 
